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Ever since Chris Anderson coined the term “long tail” in a Wired magazine article in 2004 -- expanding it into a
bestselling book last year, The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business Is Selling Less of More -- people have been
applying the Long Tail concept to businesses everywhere, both online and offline. At a lecture in May this year held
at the Singapore Management University and organised by the Digital Media Academy of Singapore, Anderson talked
about the long tail phenomenon and how it can be applied to everything from Amazon.com to LEGO robots.  
How the ‘Long Tail’ Concept Evolved
One of the most pervasive influences in the 20th century, says Anderson, has been a single, largely undifferentiated
culture driven by mass popularity. Hits define what consumers listen to, watch, purchase and experience. According
to him, “The star-making system that Hollywood began eight decades ago has now spun out into every corner of
commerce, from shoes to chefs.” Demand for most goods and services in hit-driven markets fall, he says, into a
‘power law’ distribution, a negatively sloped curve with a tall head and a long tail stretching to infinity. The tall head
depicts massive demand for a few hits while the tail represents products for which there is progressively less
demand but which, Anderson found, never reaches absolute zero. Until he picked up on this phenomenon of the
flattened and seemingly never-ending tail, the focus had always been on the tall head or the hits.
Twentieth century businesses, governed by the economics of scarcity, suffer from two main constraints, Anderson
says: lack of space, whether in a physical store or on primetime TV, and the need for a local audience. Of tens of
thousands of products on the market, only the most frequently selling 20 or 30 can be featured on the shelf or on
air. As Anderson notes, “An average brick-and-mortar record store needs to sell at least two copies of a CD per year
to make it worth carrying, which is the rent for half an inch of shelf space”. Scarcity of space forces businesses to
cater to the masses but not to the niches -- which lose out as they generate relatively low demand. In the physical
world, it is also necessary to sell products for which there is an adequately large local demand to justify costs,
Anderson says. While millions of customers could potentially exist for a product, demand is only as large as the
number of patrons who are able to reach a physical store.
In 21st century economics, on the other hand, there is something for everyone. The Long Tail represents products
which were never intended to be hits, but which cater to an infinite number of niche markets no matter how small
the following; for example, the thousands of CDs that sell less than two copies each per year. As Anderson says,
“There are niches by the thousands, genre within genre within genre.”
Anderson discovered the Long Tail almost by accident. In the course of analysing data, he needed to split off the
head of a curve to take a better look at the tail. To his astonishment, he found the tail extending to what seemed
like infinity. Conventional economics was mistakenly ignoring 50% of the market. “What is really amazing about the
Long Tail is the sheer size of it,” says Anderson. “Combine enough non-hits on the Long Tail and you’ve got a market
bigger than the hits.”
Cost Efficiencies
The Long Tail of demand is becoming an increasingly viable market as the costs of reaching the niches decline. In his
book, Anderson discusses three factors that trigger these cost reductions; the democratisation of the tools of
production, democratisation of the tools of distribution, and connecting supply with demand in niche markets.
An example of the first factor, says Anderson, is the PC which has placed the tools of production in the hands of
tens of thousands, breaking the monopoly of the top 10 manufacturers. Anyone with the right skills can produce a
video, create their own music or even use their PCs to search for extraterrestrial signals at a very affordable price.
While the democratisation of production is best applied to knowledge-based products, it has also revolutionised
businesses such as LEGO. For example, LEGO fans, children and adults alike, are able to design their own robots, and
have them manufactured and delivered to their doorstep. Not only does this transform the consumer into an
enthusiastic designer, it also allows LEGO to include these designs in their catalogues for sale to other consumers
who may share the same tastes as the consumer-turned-producer. Anderson, who enjoys building LEGO robots with
his children, has himself joined the Long Tail of toy robot producers with his creations.
Placing the tools of production in the hands of ordinary people is only meaningful, however, when consumers are able
to conveniently access the new products at reasonable prices. The second factor impacting cost reductions, the
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democratisation of the tools of distribution, is exemplified by the Internet which has dramatically increased reach
and lowered the costs of distribution and consumption of Long Tail products. According to Anderson, “the Internet is
as indispensable to business as electricity. The PC made everyone a producer or publisher, but it was the Internet
that turned everyone into a distributor”. The Internet has made limited shelf space history. With the onset of e-
commerce, any product can be added or located online at little cost.
For example, Amazon.com incurs no marginal cost for including an obscure book in its listings, but when the book
does get sold it contributes to profits. Every sale, regardless of whether it is a hit or a ‘miss’, yields the same
margins. Countless amateurs are able to upload an unlimited number of their products, alongside the hits, and
distribute them to a wide audience at little extra cost. As Anderson points out, an amateur teenage singer can reach
millions worldwide on YouTube without having to release a record label. eBay is another dazzling example of the
Internet turning everyone into a living room distributor. According to Anderson, there are more Long Tail products
than conventional hits on eBay in almost every product category from toys to automobiles. Easy access and low
distribution costs in turn trigger increased demand for such fringe products, and thus fattens the tail.
The ease of searching for and finding products beyond the mass market, thus linking supply with demand, is the third
cost efficiency factor driving the Long Tail. “The ability to tap the distributed intelligence of millions of consumers to
match people with the stuff that suits them best is leading to the rise of all sorts of new recommendation and
marketing methods,” says Anderson. For example, customer reviews for home appliances are more candid than
professional reviews. Links on blogs effectively channel demand to less conspicuous niche products. Consumers with
similar tastes who begin to congregate online are the new ‘taste-makers’ who further fuel sales through word-of-
mouth.
As Anderson noted in an earlier article in Knowledge@Wharton, “In the past, we've had pre-filters consisting of
editors, studio executives and professional buyers. Today, we have post-filters: peers, word of mouth and buyers
with a small "b," consumers themselves. This is not one-to-one marketing; this is lots of conversations going on". In
the same article, Anderson concludes that "you can't treat markets as large groups any more, pushing stuff out that
may be relevant to only a few. We're learning how consumers operate if there's no scarcity. The natural shape of
the demand curve is more niche-oriented than we ever realized." As demand is matched with supply, the power-law
curve flattens to reflect the shift in demand away from the head towards the tail.
Free Distribution
What comes after The Long Tail? A firm believer in the Open Source concept, Anderson is writing another book,
Free, about how goods which do not incur any additional costs for the producer, should be distributed for free. In
walking his own talk, Anderson plans to distribute the e-version and audio book of Free at no cost. The incentive?
“Attention,” he replies. According to Anderson, thousands of bloggers and an equally large number of Wikipedia
contributors produce content because they seek attention and appreciation, not money. Anderson says he’s in the
business of building “Chris Inc.” and that his books are a step in that direction.
For more on The Long Tail on Knowledge@Wharton, go to
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